
Tekaloid 
Britain’s most famous coach enamel 
 
Tekaloid synthetic enamel is the modern counterpart of the original Tekaloid, the first 
coach enamel to be made in this country and still the most famous name in the 
transport finishing industry. 
Suitable for application by brush, hot spray, cold spray, airless and electrostatic, on 
wood, metal, hardboard, fibreglass laminates, etc. Tekaloid is formulated specially for 
application to commercial vehicles of all types. 
Tekaloid is supplied in a wide range of popular colours, including British Standard and 
commercial vehicle manufacturer’s colours.  
A Tekaloid finish is unsurpassed for permanency, brilliance, richness of colour and 
opacity it will withstand repeated cleaning and polishing with non-abrasive polishes in 
much the same way as a car finish. 
Tekaloid is an extremely durable product and varnishing is not recommended, except 
in the case of certain colours such as reds crimisons, browns, and dark blues, where 
varnishing will ensure maximum gloss and colour retention. 
 
 
Other products from the Tekaloid range: 
 
Tekaloid Fleetbuild HB Primer 
 
Tekaloid Fleetbuild primer is especially formulated to give high build films of a ‘filling’ 
primer suitable for overcoating with the majority of commercial vehicle paints in use 
today. 
The selection of alkyd resins, anti-corrosion pigments and solvents produce a smooth 
dry film requiring only slight denibbing before proceeding. The resultant coating gives a 
high degree of corrosion protection and chip resistance.  
Tekaloid Fleetbuild primer should be used where high film thicknesses are required or 
where a degree of ‘filling in’ is desirable. Typically a dry film thickness of 50 microns is 
obtained making the product particularly suitable for chassis and steel supports. It is 
however possible to apply Tekaloid Fleetbuild primer over existing paint work, GRP etc; 
after suitable preparation. 
 
Tekaloid Fleet-Etch 2 
 
Two pack pigmented etching primer with high build properties 
 
Fleet-Etch 2 two pack Etch Primer has been developed using the latest pigment and 
resin technology to provide a high build base coating for substrates which traditionally 
have been difficult to achieve good adhesion upon. 
Fleet-Etch 2 has been specially designed for application on to aluminium and zinc 
coated steel. Fleet-Etch 2 is also suitable for application on to substrates such as GRP 
and hot rolled steel where exceptional adhesion is required. 
 



Tekaloid Fleetguard 2 
 
Fleetgaurd 2 two pack finish is an isocyanate cured enamel that has been specially 
formulated on high solids technology to combine a fast set up time with exceptional 
build characteristics. Fleetguard 2 also confers excellent gloss and colour retention, 
durability and resistance to chemical attack. 
Fleetguard 2 can be used for finishing an extensive range of light and heavy 
commercial vehicles, Passenger Transport vehicles, Rolling stock and Highway 
Equipment. On large surfaces where extended overspray absorption times are required, 
the use of Tekaloid Fleeguard 2 slow thinner reference TJ64 007 is recommended. 
Tekaloid Fleetfast   
 
Tekaloid Fleetfast Primer Undercoat is based on high quality air drying alkyd resins. It is 
formulated to provide a tough durable film. Fleetfast Primer Undercoat incorporates 
lead and chrome free anti corrosion pigments, which gives a high degree of 
protection. 
Tekaloid Fleetfast Primer Undercoat is designed specifically for use under Fleetfast 
Enamel. It is also suitable for use under the full range of our Tekaloid Air Drying Enamel 
Paints. 
 
Tekaloid RX Primer  
 
Tekaloid RX Primer is a twin pack epoxy resin based primer which is cured by the 
addition of a Polyamide activator. The zinc phosphate pigmentation provides first class 
rust inhibiting high build protective coating. 
Tekaloid RX Primer is specially formulated as a metal primer for use under Tekaloid RX 
Enamel. It also serves as an excellent primer for Tekaloid Fleetguard 2 Enamel Paint 
where particularly high build is required. Other Tekaloid products can also be applied 
over RX Primer. This product is   
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